The present paper investigates identi cation of indexed families of recursively enumerable languages from good examples. In the context of class preserving learning from good text examples, it is shown that the notions of nite and limit identi cation coincide. On the other hand, these two criteria are different in the context of class comprising learning from good text examples. In the context of learning from good informant examples, nite and limit identication criteria di er for both class preserving and class comprising cases. The above results resolve an open question posed by Lange, Nessel and Wiehagen in a similar study about indexed families of recursive languages.
Introduction
Consider the identi cation of formal languages from positive data. A machine is fed all the strings and no nonstrings of a language L, in any order, one string at a time. The machine, as it receives strings of L, outputs a sequence of grammars. The machine is said to identify L just in case the sequence of grammars converges to a grammar for L. This is the paradigm of identi cation in the limit (called TxtEx-identi cation) introduced by Gold Gol67] .
Gold's model may be criticized for its requirement that eventually all elements of a language be presented to the learning machine. This criticism led Freivalds, Kinber and Wiehagen FKW93] to study models in which learners are provided with only nitely many examples (of a possibly in nite language), though these examples may include important ones. Freivalds, Kinber and Wiehagen referred to these important examples as good examples. The revised learning model then requires the learner to come up with a grammar for the language when it is provided a set of examples containing good examples. If the learner's rst and only conjecture is correct then the model is referred to as nite identi cation from good examples and if the learner makes a nite number of incorrect conjectures before converging to a correct one, the model is referred to as identi cation in the limit from good examples. 1 It should be noted that in the model just described, the learner may receive some superset of the good examples and not necessarily just the good examples. This avoids some trivial cases where learnability can be achieved by a suitable encoding of a correct grammar into the good examples (see for example BCJ95]). The model places as an additional requirement that it has to be possible to e ectively generate the good examples for a language (using its grammar). This allows a helpful teacher to provide the good examples needed for learning.
As a concrete example consider pattern languages Ang80a]. For a pattern p, we can take fw 2 j jwj = jpj; w 2 L(p)g as a set of good examples for L(p) (for class preserving nite identi cation from good text examples) 2 . We refer the reader to FKW93] and LNW94] for additional motivation and discussion on these models. Learning from good examples was rst considered by Freivalds, Kinber and Wiehagen in the context of function learning FKW93]. Lange, Nessel and Wiehagen LNW94] extended this study to include indexed families of recursive languages. For this later case, they showed that the power of nite identi cation and identi cation in the limit is the same as long as class preserving learning is considered. They left open the issue of whether a similar result holds in the context of learning language classes that are not necessarily indexed families of recursive languages. In this paper, we provide a solution to this question. A model similar to the one studied here is also studied in the PAC setting by GM96].
In the case of learning indexed families of recursive languages, the hypothesis space chosen is also an indexed family of recursive languages. The e ective generation of the good examples is with respect to the hypothesis space. Two situations are usually considered: class preserving (when the hypothesis space contains exactly the languages in the class being learned) and class comprising (when the hypothesis space may contain descriptions for languages in addition to the language class being learned). In this paper we consider learning from good examples for indexed families of recursively enumerable languages 3 . We take the hypothesis space also to be an indexed family of recursively enumerable languages. Some of our results can also be extended to the case of learning any class of r.e. languages, which may not necessarily be recursively indexable.
In the present paper we consider the interaction between learning from good text or good informant examples, nite or limit learning, class preserving or class comprising learning. In addition we compare the classes resulting from the above interaction with the standard inference classes. Some of the highlights are brie y discussed next.
We rst consider learning from good text examples. We show the following: (i) for class preserving learning, nite learning and limit learning from good text examples coincide (Theorem 1 (a)); (ii) for class comprising learning, nite and limit learning from good text examples di er (Theorem 1 (b)). As noted, the above two results resolve an open question in LNW94]. Theorem 4 shows that TxtEx, the class of collections of languages identi able in the limit from texts, is incomparable to the class of language collections that can be nitely learned from good text examples, though TxtEx is contained in class comprising learning in the limit from good text examples (Theorem 6 (a)). On the other hand, we also show that TxtBc, the class of language collections that can behaviorally correctly identi ed from texts, contains class comprising nite learning from good text examples (Theorem 5) but does not contain class comprising learning in the limit from good text examples (Theorem 6 (b)). At present it is open whether class comprising learning in the limit from good text examples contains TxtBc.
For learning from informant, we show that for both class preserving and class comprising learning, nite and limit learning from good informant examples di er (Theorem 9). This also addresses an open question in LNW94]. We also show that class comprising nite learning from good informant examples is contained in InfBc (Theorem 8). However, InfBc is incomparable to class preserving learning in the limit from good informant examples. It is open at present whether InfBc is contained in class comprising learning in the limit from good informant examples.
We now proceed formally. For a partial function , domain( ) and range( ) denote the domain and range of respectively. We say (x)# to denote the fact that (x) is de ned. We say (x)" to denote the fact that (x) is unde ned.
A programming system is a partial recursive function of two arguments. For a programming system , we denote by i the partial recursive function x: (i; x). i is also called a -program for the (possibly partial) function i . We use W i to denote the domain of i . Thus we can consider W i as the language accepted by -grammar i. L = fW i j i 2 Ng. Intuitively, L denotes the languages accepted by programs in programming system . Suppose is some xed Blum complexity measure for the programming system . Then we use W i;s to denote the set fx < s j i (x) < sg.
Intuitively, W i;s denotes the part of W i enumerated within s steps by some xed e ective procedure for enumeration of all W i .
A language class L is said to be indexable class of r.e. languages provided there is a programming system such that L = L.
We let 0 ; 1 ; : : : denote some e ective enumeration of all the computable programming systems.
A programming system is called an acceptable programming system Rog67], i for all programming systems , there exists a recursive function h, such that (8i) h(i) = i ]. By ' we denote a xed acceptable programming system. By we denote an arbitrary xed Blum complexity measure Blu67, HU79] for the '-system. For ease of notation, we sometimes use W i to denote W ' i . For specifying e ective generation of good examples, we need to consider the notion of computable functions from N to FIN. We say that a (possibly partial) mapping F from N to FIN, is (partially) computable, i there exists a partial recursive function such that (x)# i F(x) is de ned, and for x 2 domain(F ), F(x) = D (x) .
In other words, some Turing machine on input x, enumerates F(x) and then signals that it has completed the enumeration. We let F 0 ; F 1 ; : : : denote an e ective enumeration of all the partial computable mappings from N to FIN.
Quanti ers 8; 9; denotes an enumeration of all learning machines.
We interpret the output of a machine as programs in some programming system (which need not be acceptable). This programming system is called the hypothesis space for the machine.
The following de nition introduces standard criteria for successful identi cation of languages. 
Language identi cation from informants
We next introduce the notion of informant for languages. An informant, I, is a mapping from N into (N f0; 1g) such that fx j (x; 1) 2 range(I)g and fx j (x; 0) 2 range(I)g partition the set of natural numbers. Pos(I) denotes the set fx j (x; 1) 2 range(I)g. Neg(I) denotes the set fx j (x; 0) 2 range(I)g. An informant I is for L, i Pos(I) = L (and thus Neg(I) = L). The initial sequence of informant I of length n is denoted I n]. SEG denotes the set of initial sequences of informants, i.e. SEG = fI n] j n 2 N^I is an informant g. Canonical informant for a language L is an informant I, such that I(x) = (x; L (x)).
Intuitively, an informant I for a language L is a presentation of the characteristic function of L. It is easy to see that there exists a computable bijection between SEG and N. Members of SEG are inputs to machines that learn grammars (acceptors) for r.e. languages from informant. We let range over SEG. Pos( ) denotes the set fx j (x; 1) 2 range( )g and Neg( ) denotes the set fx j (x; 0) 2 range( )g.
A language learning machine (from informants) is an algorithmic mapping (possibly partial) from SEG into N. We use M to also denote a language learning machine from informants. Context will determine whether a learning machine from texts or a learning machine from informants is meant. We say that M converges on informant I to i (written: M(I) converges to i) just in case for all but nitely many n, M(I n]) = i.
The notion of InfEx-identi ability and InfBc-identi ability, respectively, as well as the corresponding learning types are de ned analogously as their text counterparts by replacing everywhere text by informant (cf. De nitions 1 and 4). It is easy to verify that InfEx ' = InfEx, and InfBc ' = InfBc.
Language Learning from good examples
Intuitively, for learning a language L from good examples, a learner is given a set of examples from L, which contain the good examples. Here we assume that the set of good examples is nite. The learner is then expected to come up with a grammar for L either recursively (for nite identi cation) or in the limit depending on the criteria. Note that the learner is given not just the good examples, but examples which contain the good examples. The reason is to disallow some coding of the language in the good examples (for example see BCJ95]). We further require that the set of good examples should be e ectively generable from any grammar (in the hypothesis space) for L.
Here by e ective generation we mean, there exists a recursive function which maps grammars for L (in the hypothesis space) to nite sets (using canonical indexing of nite sets).
Learning from good text examples
We rst consider the class comprising version.
De nition 5 Let L be an indexable class of r.e. languages. M CTxtGFin-identi es L i there exists a hypothesis space and a recursive By CTxtGFin we denote the collection of all indexable classes L of r.e. languages for which there is a learning machine M which CTxtGFin-identi es L.
We now de ne the class preserving version of learning from good examples.
De nition 6 Let L be an indexable class of r.e. languages.
M PTxtGFin-identi es L i there exists a hypothesis space and a recursive
By PTxtGFin we denote the collection of all indexable classes L of r.e. languages for which there is a learning machine M which PTxtGFin-identi es L.
We now consider limiting identi cation from good examples. For this we need the learning machines to be a limiting recursive function from SEQ to N. Thus, for such identi cation criteria, we take machines to be a mapping from SEQ N to N.
We use M as a typical variable for these kinds of machines too. It will be clear from context, which type of machine is meant.
De nition 7 Let L be an indexable class of r.e. languages.
M CTxtGEx-identi es L i there exists a hypothesis space and a recursive
The notion of PTxtGEx-identi ability can be de ned in a similar manner as above. As usual, CTxtGEx (PTxtGEx) denotes the collection of all indexable classes L of r.e. languages for which there is a learning machine M which CTxtGEx-identi es (PTxtGEx-identi es) L.
Learning from good informant examples
De nition 8 Let L be an indexable class of r.e. languages.
M CInfGFin-identi es L i there exists a hypothesis space and recursive functions G p and G n from N As above, CInfGFin denotes the collection of all indexable classes L of r.e. languages for which there is a learning machine M which CInfGFin-identi es L.
One can similarly de ne PInfGFin, CInfGEx, and PInfGEx. We continue with (b). Since, by de nition, CTxtGFin CTxtGEx, it su ces to de ne a language class L separating CTxtGEx and CTxtGFin.
For every i 2 N, the in nite language L i = fhi; xi j x 2 Ng belongs to L. Let K be the diagonal halting set of the xed acceptable programming system ', i.e., K = fx j ' x (x)#g. Recall that denotes a xed Blum complexity measure for the '-system. For every j 2 K and every y j (j), the nite language L hj;yi = fhj; xi j x yg belongs to L as well. Since L 2 TxtEx (cf. ZL95]), L 2 CTxtGEx follows directly from Theorem 6 (a). The remaining part, i.e., L = 2 CTxtGFin, will be shown by reducing the halting problem for the '-system to L 2 CTxtGFin. Thus, suppose M, and G p are given such that M CTxtGFin-identi es L using hypothesis space , where G p gives the set of good examples.
Based on M and , we de ne an algorithm A which solves the halting problem for the '-system. Algorithm A:
1. On input k 2 N, determine the rst z 2 N such that there is an y > z with hk; yi 2 W j , where j = M( ) and = hk; 0i; : : : ; hk; zi.
Test whether or not
Since M, in particular, CTxtGFin-identi es every in nite language L k on the basis of nitely many good examples for it, one easily veri es that algorithm A terminates on every input k. Clearly, if A outputs`' k (k)#,' then ' k (k) is indeed de ned.
Thus, suppose that k 2 K, but algorithm A terminates with`' k (k)".' Let z be the corresponding index determined by A on input k, and let L 0 = fhk; xi j x zg. Since k 2 K and k (k) > z, we have L 0 2 L. Moreover, L 0 is nite, and, therefore, it must be the case that W j = L 0 for j = M( ) with = hk; 0i; : : : ; hk; zi. However, hk; yi 2 W j for some y with y > z, and, thus, W j 6 = L 0 , a contradiction.
Hence, algorithm A solves the halting problem for the '-system, a contradiction, and, thus, L = 2 CTxtGFin follows.
The following theorem and its implications show the disadvantages of requiring class preserving hypothesis spaces.
Theorem 2 There exists a recursively enumerable subset L n of FIN such that L n 6 2 PInfGEx (and thus L n 6 2 PTxtGEx).
Proof. For each i = hu; v; wi, we will de ne two nite languages, L 1 i and L 2 i below. Let L n = fL 1 i j i 2 Ng fL 2 i j i 2 Ng. We will show that, for each i = hu; v; wi, either L u 6 = L n , or no M can witness that L n 2 PInfGEx using hypothesis space u , with positive good examples given by F v and negative good examples given by F w .
We now give the construction of L 1 i and L 2 i . 
de nition ends). End
It is easy to verify that L 1 i and L 2 i are both nite. Thus L n FIN. We now show that L n 6 2 PInfGEx. Suppose by way of contradiction that some machine M PInfGEx-identi es L n using hypothesis space u , with positive good examples given by F v and negative good examples given by F w . Let i = hu; v; wi.
We consider the following cases in the de nition of L 1 i ; L 2 i . Case 1: Search in step 2 does not succeed.
In this case, either L u 6 = L n , or F u ; F v do not give the good positive, good negative examples. Case 2: If clause in step 3 succeeds.
In is not a subset of either L 2 i or L 1 i , violating the condition for negative good examples.
From the above cases we have that L n = 2 PInfGEx. Since, by de nition, PTxtGEx PInfGEx, L n = 2 PTxtGEx, and we are done.
Applying the above result, we can show that, for learning from good examples, it is advantageous to use class comprising hypothesis spaces instead of class preserving ones. This nicely contrasts the fact that learning in the limit of indexable classes of r.e. languages is invariant with respect to the choice of the underlying hypothesis space, cf. deJK96].
Theorem 3 PTxtGEx CTxtGFin.
Proof. Since PTxtGEx = PTxtGFin and PTxtGFin CTxtGFin, by definition, it su ces to separate CTxtGFin and PTxtGFin. Obviously, FIN 2 CTxtGFin and, thus, every subclass of FIN belongs to CTxtGFin as well. Consequently, the wanted separation follows immediately via Theorem 2.
Our next result points out a di erence to learning indexable classes of recursive languages from good examples. We show that there are indexable classes of r.e. languages which are class preservingly learnable from good examples, but which are not learnable in the limit. In contrast, class preserving learning of indexable classes of recursive languages from good examples is less powerful than learning in the limit, cf. LNW94].
Theorem 4 (a) TxtEx n CTxtGFin 6 = ;. (b) PTxtGFin n TxtEx 6 = ;.
Proof. The language class L used in the proof of Theorem 1 (b), separates TxtEx and CTxtGFin, and (a) follows.
Next, we verify (b). We will de ne a numbering . The diagonalizing class L will be formed by using the non-empty languages in L . Let Case 2: Some stage s is entered but never subsequently terminates. Then, by construction, the sequence ( 2s?1;t ) t2N de nes a text for W hi;2s?1i , whereas the sequence ( 2s;t ) t2N de nes a text for W hi;2si . Although, both languages are nonempty and di erent, M i , if ever, converges on both texts to the same nal hypothesis. Thus, M i fails to TxtEx ' -identify at least one of them.
Finally, we show that L belongs to PTxtGFin. For that purpose, choose a total recursive function g with range(g) = fj j W j 6 = ;g. Clearly, such a recursive function exists. Let 0 j = g(j) , for all j 2 N. We de ne a machine M which PTxtGFinidenti es L with respect to above numbering 0 of L, where the good examples are given by G p (j) = fg(j)g, for every j 2 N.
On input for an unknown language L 2 L, M behaves as follows: It determines the maximum x with hi; xi 2 content( ), and outputs the least z with g(z) = hi; xi. Let Theorem 4 (a)), we are done.
Our nal result in this subsection provides some more insight in the power of learning machines that are allowed to process the good examples in the limit.
Theorem 6 (a) TxtEx CTxtGEx. (b) CTxtGEx n TxtBc 6 = ;.
Proof. In order to show (a) it su ces to verify that TxtEx CTxtGEx. Note that, by de nition, TxtEx TxtBc, and, thus, CTxtGEx n TxtEx 6 = ; follows directly from (b).
Next, we show TxtEx CTxtGEx. Suppose L 2 TxtEx as witnessed by M (using hypothesis space '). Assume, without loss of generality that M is rearrangement independent (cf. De nition 2 and Lemma 1). We also assume, without loss of generality, that ; 6 2 L (we can easily modify the following proof to take care of ;).
We consider two cases.
Case 1: N 6 2 L Let be de ned as follows. Note that we assume an implicit coding of all members of SEQ onto N. When we use in a pairing function below, we assume such an encoding. Case 2: N 2 L. In this case let z be such that, for all w z, fx j x wg 6 2 L.
Let be de ned as follows. Note that we assume an implicit coding of all members of SEQ onto N. When we use in a pairing function below, we assume such an encoding.
De nition of W j , Suppose j = h ; ii. The rest of the proof of (a) is now identical to Case 1. Finally, we refer the reader to the demonstration of Theorem 11 which contains a language class witnessing CTxtGEx n InfBc 6 = ;. Since, by de nition, TxtBc InfBc, we have CTxtGEx n TxtBc 6 = ; as well.
Results on learning from good informant examples
In this section we investigate learning when the good examples may come from the target language as well as from its complement.
The following theorem shows the advantages of having good informant examples, compared to good text examples. Since L is super nite, L 6 2 TxtBc (see Gol67] ). Now suppose by way of contradiction that M using hypothesis space , and positive good examples given by G p , shows that L 2 CTxtGEx. Let i be such that W i = N. Let X = G p (i). Let j be such that W j = X. Let be such that content( ) = X. Now M on must converge to a -grammar for both N and X, an impossible task. Thus L 6 2 CTxtGEx.
The next theorem shows that Bc-learning from informant is at least as powerful as nite learning from good informant examples in class comprising hypothesis spaces.
Theorem 8 CInfGFin InfBc:
Proof. Follows immediately from the corresponding de nitions. By means of Theorem 9 we will be able to separate the identi cation types PInfGFin, PInfGEx, CInfGFin and CInfGEx from one another. This is explicitly done in Corollary 2.
Theorem 9 CInfGFin # PInfGEx:
Proof. We rst prove PInfGExnCInfGFin 6 = ;. This is accomplished by proving a stronger result, namely that PInfGExnInfBc 6 = ;. (This result will be used again in Theorem 10.) Together with Theorem 8 this yields the desired result.
Claim 1. PInfGEx n InfBc 6 = ;.
We will de ne a numbering , and partial computable functions G p and G n , from N to FIN. It will be the case that, if W i is non-empty, then G p (i) and G n (i) are both de ned. The diagonalizing class will be formed using the non-empty languages in L .
(We could have directly de ned a numbering for the diagonalizing class. However, current approach makes the presentation simpler).
Let g be a total recursive function such that range(g) = fi j W i 6 = ;g. We let L = fW g(0) ; W g(1) ; : : :g. We will use L as the diagonalizing class. Intuitively, L is a suitable ordering of L ? f;g. The good examples for PInfGEx-identi cation, will be given by G p (g( )) (positive) and G n (g( )) (negative).
We now proceed with the de nition of , G p and G n . It should be noted that G p (x), G n (x) may not be de ned if W x = ;. However, G p and G n will be de ned on x such that W x 6 = ;. For each i 2 N, we will give below the construction (e ective in i) of W hi;ki , k 2 N.
In the construction, we will de ne a sequence of numbers j i 1 < j i 2 < : : :. This sequence may be nite or in nite. W hi;0i will be nonempty. For k > 0, W hi;ki will be nonempty i j i k is de ned. In addition, for each i 2 N, we will have the following properties. (A) If W hi;ki is nonempty, then W hi;ki \ fh0; xi j x 2 Ng = fh0; iig. (B) W hi;0i \ fh1; xi j x 2 Ng = ;.
(C) For k 1, if j i k+1 is de ned then W hi;ki \ fh1; xi j x 2 Ng = fh1; 0ig; otherwise W hi;ki \ fh1; xi j x 2 Ng = ;.
(D) For k 1, if j i k is de ned then W hi;ki \ fh2; xi j x 2 Ng = fh2; j i r i j 1 r kg. (E) W hi;0i \ fh2; xi j x 2 Ng = fh2; j i k i j 1 k^j i k+1 is de ned g. (F) (fW hi;ki j k 2 Ng n f;g) 6 InfBc ' (M i ). We will have G p (hi; 0i) = fh0; iig, and G n (hi; 0i) = fh1; 0ig. In addition, for k 1, if j i k is de ned, then G p (hi; ki) = fh0; ii; h2; j i k ig, and G n (hi; ki) = ;. It is easy to verify, from properties (A) to (E) that, L 2 PInfGEx. (For this consider a machine which, on input , rst nds an i such that h0; ii 2 Pos( ), and the maximum k, if any, such that h2; j i k i 2 Pos( ). If no such k exists then the input language must be W hi;0i , so assume that such a k exists. Note that this restricts the input language to be either W hi;0i or W hi;ki . Now, the input language is W hi;0i i h1; 0i 2 Neg( ) and W hi;ki enumerates h1; 0i.) In addition (F) will imply that L 6 2 InfBc (since InfBc ' = InfBc). We now give the construction of W hi;ki , for k 2 N, and, for W hi;ki 6 = ;, the de nition of G p (hi; ki) and G n (hi; ki). We will de ne W hi; i (and corresponding G p and G n ) in stages s = 0; 1; : : :. Stage 0:
(* Intuitively, P s denotes the set of elements we have decided to keep in W hi;0i before stage s. N s denotes the set of elements we have decided to keep out of W hi;0i before stage s. x s denotes max(P s N s ). *)
Let P 1 = fh0; iig. Let x 1 = max(fh1; 0i; h0; iig). Let N 1 = fx j x x 1^x 6 = h0; iig.
Enumerate P 1 in W hi;0i .
Let G p (hi; 0i) = fh0; iig. Let G n (hi; 0i) = fh1; 0ig.
Let j i 1 be such that h2; j i 1 i > x 1 .
Go to stage 1. Stage s 1:
1. Let Z i;s = P s fh2; j i s ig fh3; xi j h3; xi > x s g.
2. Enumerate Z i;s in W hi;si .
3. Let G p (hi; si) = fh0; ii; h2; j i s ig. Let G n (hi; si) = ;. 4 . Let I be the canonical informant for Z i;s . 5. Search for n > j i s and y > n, such that y 2 W ' M i (I n]) .
6. If and when such n, y are found, Enumerate h1; 0i in W hi;si .
Let x s+1 = y. Let j i s+1 be such that h2; j i s+1 i > x s+1 . Let P s+1 = fz j z < y^z 2 Z i;s g. Let N s+1 = fyg fz j z < y^z 6 2 Z i;s g. Enumerate P s+1 in W hi;0i . Go to stage s + 1.
End of de nition of W hi;ki , for k 2 N.
Fix i. Consider the construction for the de nition of W hi;ki , k 2 N. It is easy to verify that the construction satis es properties (A) to (E). We now show that satis es property (F). We consider two cases. the strategy learns from every admissible informant. So the whole learning problem has to be solved by the strategy, without help from selected examples. On the other hand, when learning from informants the strategy may get information on every word it desires, whereas, when learning from good examples, the strategy only has access to the nite set it receives.
Theorem 10 PInfGEx # InfBc:
Proof. For PInfGEx n InfBc 6 = ; consider Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 9. InfBc n PInfGEx 6 = ;, is again witnessed by class L n (cf. Theorem 2).
Theorem 11 CTxtGEx # InfBc.
Proof. First we will prove CTxtGEx n InfBc 6 = ;. Let Corollary 3 CTxtGEx # PInfGFin.
Proof. For CTxtGEx n PInfGFin 6 = ; rst note that PInfGFin CInfGFin holds by de nition. The assertion now follows immediately, since CInfGFin InfBc by Theorem 8 and Theorem 11 gives a class of languages in CTxtGEx n InfBc. PInfGFin n CTxtGEx 6 = ; follows from Theorem 7.
Finally, we present some more insight into the strength of class comprising learning from good examples.
We start with nite identi cation from good informant examples.
Theorem 12 TxtEx CInfGFin. Using Lemma 2, one can show: L \ INIT must be nite. Let X i denote the set fx j x < ig. Let n 2 N be such that, for all i n, X i 6 2 L. Let We say that bndincons( ; j), i Pos( ) 6 W ' j , or Neg( ) 6 W ' j;j j . Note that if bndincons( ; j), then consistent( ; j) is false; however, the converse is not always true. Intuitively, bndincons( ; j) just puts some computability constraints on inconsistency.
The following proposition is easy to prove. Intuitively, part (a) says that if m is a minimal grammar for some language, then there exists a`witness' to this fact. Part (b) says that if is a`witness' to m being a minimal grammar, then all consistent extensions of are also a witness. Part (c) gives a mechanism to nd the minimal grammar using a witness.
Let Possible = fh ; mi j Pos( ) W ' m^N eg( ) W ' m;j j g. Intuitively, Possible consists of h ; mi such that it is possible for to be a witness for m to be a minimal grammar. Now we de ne Spoiled as follows.
Let Spoiled = fh ; mi j h ; mi 2 Possible^: consistent( ; m)^(8j < m) bndincons( ; j)]]g.
Intuitively, Spoiled consists of those ( ; m) in Possible, such that is not a witness to m being minimal grammar. Clearly, Possible is r.e. Moreover, after a bit of re ection one veri es that Spoiled is r.e. as well.
We are now ready to prove the nal theorem. For i, such that g(i) = h ; mi, let G p (i) = Pos( ), and G n (i) = Neg( ).
De ne M as follows. On input^ , M converges, in the limit, to i, such that g(i) = h^ ; mi, where m = min(fj j consistent(^ ; j)g). It is now easy to verify, using Proposition 1, that M CInfGEx-identi es L, using hypothesis space and good positive and negative examples given by G p and G n , respectively. Lemma 4 Suppose n 2 N. Let X i = fx j x < ig. Let L = E n fX i j i ng. Then L 2 CInfGEx.
Proof. This proof is similar to that of Lemma 3. Let g be a 1{1, total recursive function such that range(g) = Possible. is de ned as follows: W i = ( W ' m ; if g(i) = h ; mi and h ; mi 6 2 Spoiled; X j ; otherwise, for some j n. Note that, for the second clause above, W i can just enumerate some initial segment of N once it discovers that h ; mi 2 Spoiled. Thus, is a computable numbering. Moreover, for g(i) = h ; mi, if is a witness to m being a minimal grammar, then W i is W ' m ; otherwise W i = X j , for some j n (and thus not in L). For i such that g(i) = h ; mi, let G p (i) = Pos( ), and G n (i) = Neg( ). De ne M as follows. On input^ , M converges, in the limit, to i such that g(i) = h^ ; mi, where m = min(fj j consistent(^ ; j)g). It is now easy to verify, using Proposition 1, that M CInfGEx-identi es L, using hypothesis space and good positive and negative examples given by G p and G n , respectively.
Conclusions and open problems
In this paper we considered learning from good examples for indexed families of recursively enumerable languages. We considered the relationship between di erent criteria formed based on whether one considers learning from text or informant, nite or limit learning, and whether one considers class preserving or class comprising learning. We also compared these criteria with TxtEx(InfEx) and TxtBc(InfBc) learning criteria. In the process we showed that, nite and limit learning coincide for class preserving learning from good text. On the other hand, nite and limit learning di er for class comprising learning from good text, and for learning from good informants (for both class preserving and class comprising cases 
